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11 OPERATION - PERFORMANCE CHECK 

11.1 Introduction, definitions and step-by-step guide 

Operating turbines should frequently be checked if they perform as expected. There can be many reasons for 
poorer performance than expected when the project was designed. A major reason is that the model calculation 
had poor or wrong assumptions or the model did not handle the terrain well. But also operational issues like yaw 
errors, pitching problems, and unforeseen curtailments (e.g. grid), icing loss etc. could be the reason.  
 
With the WindPRO PERFORMANCE CHECK module it is possible in an efficient way to analyze the performance 
and find reasons for under (or over) performance. Typically there will be a huge data amount, like 10 min values 
of numerous parameters from the SCADA system or turbine controller to look at. But also “just” monthly 
production and eventually availability figures can be efficient analyzed with the tool. 
 
With the Performance Check module we have set up a flexible tool, which handles these typical situations: 
 

• Monthly data with wind energy index correction gives the expected long term (future) production. 

• Monthly data is analyzed against time varying PARK calculation aggregated monthly. 

• Detailed (10 min., hourly etc.) data is analyzed against detailed time varying PARK calculation. 

• Power curve validation based on detailed (10 min) wind speed, direction and power data. 

• General X-Y graphs for identifying turbine control problems or data quality. 
 
The first one requires a wind energy index, which can be downloaded from EMD Online data for some regions, 
established by the user by “copy paste”, or generated by the comprehensive tool for wind energy index creation 
based on wind measurements, e.g. the free online available MERRA or CFSR data sources or the more detailed 
purchase able EMD-ConWx data or data from other data providers like Vortex or 3TIER.  
 
The last ones require time series of wind speed and direction, and preferable temperature and eventually 
pressure for air density correction. These data can come from a local measurement mast/Lidar/Sodar, from 
nacelle anemometer or from meso scale model data. In addition like RPM, pitch angle etc. can help identifying 
turbine operation problems. 
 
Of importance is to state: The Performance check module has two major purposes: 
 

• Helps to calibrate the model setup, so the expected long term production is calculated very accurate, 
which is very important if a project is going to be sold – the expected production simply decides the sales 
price! 

• Analyze/identify turbine problems and/or model calculation problems – first issue might be correctable, 
second issue gives benefits in knowhow for future projects in development. 

 
An important functionality in the performance check tool is the data filtering. No doubt that availability problems 
is the major reason for making it difficult to judge if like model calculations are right or wrong or if turbine 
performance is as it should be when in “normal operation”. Therefore, comprehensive filter options are a very 
important part of the tool. 
 
Besides filtering, data can be disabled. The disabling should only be used to take out erroneous data, but due 
to lack of filtering options (which will be expanded in future version) the disabling can also be used for 
identification of e.g. losses due to power curtailment. 
 

11.1.1 Basic concept 

 
The basic concept behind the module is: 
 
Time varying production_power data + availability (if any), wind direction, RPM, pitch angle etc. are imported 
into EXISTING WTG object data. More time series can be imported to an object, e.g. both monthly and 10 min. 
values. Data can be aggregated from e.g. 10-min. values to hourly values. A comprehensive importer tool (Meteo 
object like) is available for this. 

http://www.emd.dk/
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A PAIR tool secures that the imported data are put into the right turbine object, so e.g. comparison of calculated 
vs measured are performed for the right turbine object. 
 
The data stored at the turbine object is chosen so data with a time resolution of one hour or higher (typically 10 
min) is stored as power values (kW), while data at lower time resolution (typically monthly) is stored as production 
(kWh). This is the typical way data are available and gives access to an easy check if data seems reasonable. 
 
There are two main “entries” to the tool: 
 

1. Monthly based Wind Index Corrected (WCP) production and/or analyses against monthly aggregated 
PARK calculated productions. 

2. Detailed time series data where PARK calculated vs measured and/or Power curve evaluation is 
performed. 

 
Both can be run for the same park, but in two separate “sessions”. When starting the tool, the session “type” 
must be entered by giving it a name e.g. “Monthly”. More sessions of each type can be setup, meaning that like 
different data filtering is allocated to each session or different periods with different number of turbines operating. 
 
The wind energy index database must be mentioned as an important part of the basic concept. A comprehensive 
wind energy index database concept is developed. This handles as well “official” wind energy index’s as it has 
its own index calculator based on wind data. The wind data can be downloaded in METEO objects from the 
ONLINE data service, where like MERRA data or the EMD-ConWx data is some possible sources for creating 
own wind energy index’s. 
 

11.1.2 Step-by-step guide – wind index correction (long term AEP expectation) 

The most simple and very robust approach within Performance check module is to use this for wind index 
correction of measured monthly production data. It is although important to notice that a wind energy index can 
be biased and thereby lead to wrong results! 
 

 Get monthly production data into the existing WTG objects: 1) By importing online WTG data (only DK 
at present) 2) Paste from EXCEL into turbine objects or 3) Arrange the measured production data etc. 
in ascii text files – then later set up import filter within Performance Check and load the data 

 Load PERFORMANCE CHECK module from menu bar.  
 Setup import filter for measured production data if data not already are loaded in existing WTG objects. 
 Decide which existing WTG objects to include in analysis (assumed created in project). 
 PAIR WTG ID’s from the import setup to existing turbine objects and load (import) the data. 
 Go to “Graphics” chose “Windindex WCP” 
 Select a wind index (DK turbine index included, other might be added from previous sessions) or “Edit 

database” and add a wind index by paste from Excel OR generate a new index from wind data, e.g. 
MERRA. 

 Check the correlation; utilize the filters, availability settings etc. to establish a trustworthy wind index 
Corrected Production (WCP) = long term production expectation for each turbine in analysis. 

 Use the different graph views to extract results to Excel or print the reports for documentation, prognoses 
etc. 

11.1.3 Step-by-step guide – model calibration, loss estimate and long term expectation 

The more refined use of Performance Check is to use it in combination with a PARK calculation. The measured 
performance is compared to the calculated on time step basis, and thereby comparisons can be performed by 
different aggregations, like by direction, and problems in the calculation model or model setup or like needed 
scaling of meso scale wind data, can be identified and corrected. 
 

 Setup and run a time varying PARK calculation (Must be based on “existing WTG objects”.). Note the 
aggregation level in the PARK setup, this should match the available production data (like month or hour 
or 10 min.). The wind data for the PARK calculation can be from one or more measurement masts in 
region or from nacelle measurements, BUT note the wind data must be “wake free”, which might require 
some preprocessing, like merging data from more sources by direction). An alternative is meso scale 
model data or other model data, like MERRA which always are wake free. 

http://www.emd.dk/
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 Arrange the measured production data etc. in ascii text files ready for import. 

 Load PERFORMANCE CHECK module from menu bar.  
 Setup import filter for measured production data if data not already are loaded in existing WTG objects. 
 Decide which existing WTG objects to include in analysis. 
 PAIR WTG ID’s from the import setup to existing turbine objects and load (import) the data. 
 Utilize the analyzer and other tools to get “the idea” what might be wrong – leave Performance Check, 

modify the PARK calculation and run this again. Reopen the Performance Check session, load the new 
PARK calculation and see if modifications worked. Continue this process until results are satisfying. 

 Extract results from graphs, like loss, to Excel, to build up the documentation (no reporting available 
within this part of Performance Check) 

 If e.g. a meso data based calibration is performed, now run a new PARK calculation with found 
calibrations, based on like 20 year of meso scale data to calculate the expected long term AEP. 

11.2 Time varying PARK calculation (Optional) 

The time varying PARK calculation has to be introduced while this improves the use of the Performance check 
tool highly. Setting up a calculation model where in time variation is included offer the user the possibility to 
check if the model calculation performs well. The basic concept is to scale the wind data each time stamp to 
each turbine position. The transfer function (by direction) between the wind data source (measurement(s) or 
Meso scale data) and turbine position is calculated and used for each time stamp in the used wind data source. 
The transfer function is calculated by performing a WAsP of WAsP-CFD calculation on a generic wind distribution 
at as well measurement position as on each turbine position in hub height. The ratios between the calculated 
mean wind speeds (or Weibull A parameters), are the scaling factors. Refined options like RIX correction or 
displacement heights can be part of the calculation. Also turbulence are transferred by assuming constant st.dev. 
by height, the change in wind speed thereby leads to change in turbulence intensity at each WTG. The turbulence 
can be used for each time step to modify as well power curve as an input for advanced wake loss calculation. 
The air density can be calculated at each time stamp based on temperature and/or pressure data for correction 
of the power curve. Finally also shear and veer correction of power curves are optional. Using meso scale data 
gives access to a refined downscaling (taking out meso terrain, applying micro terrain), and a further advantage 
by use of meso scale data is that like the shear variations in time are respected in the calculation. See more 
details on calculation method in Chapter 3 ENERGY. 

11.2.1 Wind data etc. 

As input for the time varying PARK calculation wind speed and direction for one or more specific positions in 
METEO object(s) is used. This can be data from measurement masts, LIDAR/SODAR, Nacelle measurements 
or like meso scale model data. It must although be data that in time are concurrent to the turbine operation 
that shall be checked. Then often wake reductions are included, where the calculation model assumes the free 
wind speed. This can be handled by a quite comprehensive data cleaning where the wake reductions are “taken 
out”. An alternative is to combine data from more sources by direction, where only wake free measurements are 
used. Finally, the scaling by direction can be a simple way to compensate the wake influence, like this also could 
be used for removing like mast shadow. One problem here is although that the models do not work in smaller 
direction steps than 10 degrees. For like air density correction, it is often convenient to take temperature and 
turbulence from Meso scale data. Even though these are at hourly resolution, they can be used with 10 min. 
data, while an interpolation automatically is performed. Turbulence data are some more tricky. Having local 
measured data is of cause the best, but here are no simple way to correct for wake influence. Only by merging 
data from free measurements will give decent values. They can be taken from Meso scale data, but here a 
quality check should be performed, they could be much off, while the meso data for sure not will have the 
mechanical turbulence reasonable calculated due to the coarse resolution of the terrain data. Shear and veer 
the meso data can deliver. Using measured data shear and veer correction of power curves are not supported 
in ver. 3.0, where only one height is used. This will be changed for coming versions. 

11.2.2 Calculation setup 

The time varying calculation is selected in the PARK module by the following: 

http://www.emd.dk/
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The two right most icons estalish a time varying calculation. 
 

 
At the SETUP tab, the output for Performance check is defined. 
By default all turbines (existing) in calculation is included in the output, and the data are aggregated to monthly 
values. By monthly aggregation, the result file (and thereby the project file size) is heavily reduced. But if 10-

http://www.emd.dk/
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min. or hourly production data are available for doouing Performance check, the resolution shall be set to match 
the measurements. 

 
 
At the SCALING tab it is decided which wind data source(s) is to be used for time varying calculation.  
A very important component is the SCALER. 
The SCALER decides how the transfer function between wind data position and turbine positions are 
established. This can be based on as well the WAsP model as the WAsP-CFD model. It holds advanced features 
like meso scale data downscaling, RIX correction, displacement height calculation and the POST scaling option, 
which makes it possible to adjust the transfer function by direction, month, hour and wind speed. But most 
important the “main scaling”, which is the place where the general level of the wind speeds are adjusted to make 
calculation match measurements. The reason for this need is mainly when using meso scale data, which typically 
will be biased some relative to the real wind. For more information on the scaler, see Chapter 3 ENERGY. 
 

11.3 Data preparation and WTG object 

 The existing WTG object is the “center” of the performance check module. The data structure of this object 
is expanded to hold data in time domain. This can be as well production as any other parameter like wind speed, 
direction, pitch angle, rpm etc.  

http://www.emd.dk/
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11.3.1 Structure of the data – the existing WTG object 

 
The existing WTG object has a tab “production data”.  
 
Most important data are the production figures from the turbines. The basics are that with time resolution => 1 
hour (like 10 min.), it is power (kW) that is saved in the WTG objects. With time resolution < 1 hour (like monthly), 
it is production (kWh) that is saved at each time stamp. (If 1 hour resolution, the value for kW = kWh). If data are 
available in other units, e.g. accumulated production (meter readings), this can be converted by the importer 
tool, see later. 
 
In addition to power_production, any signal can be imported into the WTG objects. Most relevant is wind speed 
and direction, but also like RPM, pitch angle etc. can be relevant parameters for special analyses. 
 
Within the WTG object tab it is as well possible to paste data into as import data from the performance check 
module.  
 
Above is seen an overview of the data sets allocated to the object. The structure is that time series in different 
resolutions can be allocated, but only one series for a given time resolution. If there is a need for like two different 
sets of monthly data, there must be created a clone of the object. 
The form can be used to evaluate the “rough” figures, like total MWh and simple 12 months MWh (average of all 
data scaled to a full year), to get a first impression of the production or to validate that the imported data is 
converted by the right unit and is plausible. 
 

http://www.emd.dk/
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Here a view of a specific time series. Data can be inserted from clipboard. This is the “very simple” approach to 
get time varying data into the object. But having many turbines (or many data) it is handier to use the importer 
tool in the performance check module. The form can also be used for manual editing of the data if there e.g. in 
import files are erroneous data. 

11.3.2 Preparation of data for importer 

To use the Performance check importer to import the data to the existing WTG objects, some preparations of 
the data is needed. First of all, the data must be in ascii files. If they are in excel files, these must be saved as 
.txt or .csv or other text file formats. Tab file separated text data are recommended. 
 
Secondly, it is convenient to organize the files in an “import friendly” way. Basically the import tool is very flexible, 
but it requires well (equally) structured files. If data from many turbines are to be imported, it will be convenient, 
if turbine identification in the import files are similar to an ID in the existing WTG object (description or user label). 
Basically the most important is that data files are organized so time stamp records appear row by row, with a 
“plain” time stamp column, preferable like dd-mm-yyyy hh:mm. Avoid like Dec-12 in time stamp column. Months 
by names will not work due to language differences. 
 

http://www.emd.dk/
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11.4 PerfCheck; Start 

 
Activate the Performance Check module from the menu bar. 
 
Start with creating a new “session”, or open a previous created. The naming is as indicated above typically 
related to the time resolution. Each time resolution is handled in its “own” session. 
 

 
Starting a new session require to decide if new data are to be imported into the existing WTG objects, or already 
imported shall be used. 

http://www.emd.dk/
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11.4.1 Monthly data based 

A performance check session based on monthly data gives access to the wind index correction tool and the 
analyzer tool, where last mentioned needs that a time varying PARK calculation is performed with data 
aggregated on monthly level. PARK calculation with higher resolution can will although be aggregated on the 
run if selected. 

11.4.2 Detailed data based 

A performance check session based on detailed data gives access to the power curve tool and the analyzer tool, 
where last mentioned needs that a time varying PARK calculation is performed with non-aggregated data – or 
aggregated to the level where measured data are available.  

11.5 Data  

At the data tab, import is handled, as well as pairing the import ID’d to turbine objects, and loading the data from 
files to the WTG objects. The time series can be reviewed, e.g. sorted etc. like in Meteo object. There is a special 
functionality for time shift, while turbine production might sometimes appear in local time and can even include 
daylight saving offset. This can be handled by the time shift functionality. 

11.5.1 Data – Import setup 

 
First the data files might need some preparation – e.g. if data are in Excel files. 
 
Open in Excel to evaluate the data structure – copy header line + 2 first data lines and paste transposed to new 
sheet: 

 
This looks OK – there is a unique WTG identifier in each column (shown as rows above), and the date format is 
dd-mm-yyyy hh:mm. Where hour:min is 00:00 Excel typical does not show the hour, but this is ok. What is NOT 
ok is if the date-time format not is “straight numbers” – in such case convert to numbers in Excel before saving. 
(E.g. if month are by “name” like “Jan”, there will be problems identifying). 
 
Data must be converted to .txt files. Chose Save as: 

http://www.emd.dk/
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Use the Text Tab delimited, this is the most “safe” – but if data already are in like .CSV files, no conversion is 
needed (if date-time format is ok). 
 
Doing this operation often or having really many files, there are tools for batch conversion of Excel to .txt for 
purchase. 

Start performance check session – name it: 10min - import 

Add the files to the importer – run Auto detect. This might identify some of the signals, but typically some manual 
selection will be needed. 
 

 
Remember to set the time zone – some Scada data will be in UTC time, other in local time zone. You might later 
become aware of a time shift between calculations and measurements when viewing the time series, the wrong 
time zone in import might explain. 
 
Notice if “Time stamp” is converted: 

 
 
If not, you must enter the unit: 

 
 
Run the WTG-ID Guide (just answer a few questions), and you will get this guide: 

http://www.emd.dk/
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You simply point out the columns with first and second WT-ID (optionally the last). 
Then choose the delimiter, here “_” (underscore) 
Decide which sub string (in case of more under scores, there will be more choices, but here with only one, there 
will be 1 or 2 (part of text before or after underscore). 
That’s it, and by OK the WTG ID’s are found. 
 

 
It’s seen here if you were successful. 
 
Now find the signals to include in import. The “must” fields are: 
Time stamp 
Production 
The other predefined optional signals are: 

 
“Other” can always be used for user defined signals.  
 

 
Now select the 3 power columns, simply by mouse drag or “Shift – click” like in Windows Explorer. 
 

 
Apply the correct type-units (must be known – or can easy be redone if it turn out to be wrong). 
Choose the Pitch angle and RPM in addition to wind speed and direction, which might be auto detected. 
Set all other signals to “ignore”. (Multi select to do this in one operation). 
 

http://www.emd.dk/
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You are now ready for importing! 
 
Check the data in time series view. Here you will see if everything seems to be imported correct. 
Go to graphics: 
Check the data in the Time series view. Do everything look ok? 
 

11.5.2 Data - Pair and load 

 
ADD - First add the existing WTG objects that is part of your analysis. These can freely be selected based on 
layers. 
 
If the existing WTG objects is described so the WTG ID from import files are part of the description or user label, 
the “auto pair” feature will work. This should always be arranged so if have many turbines to import. By few 
turbines, the manual pairing can be done, simply by selection in the drop down boxes in column “WTG ID from 
import”. 
 

 
 
Load measured data - when paired, transfer the data from the import files to the WTG objects. 
If having a time varying park calculation based on same time resolution or higher, this can be selected and 
model calculations can be compared to measurements on time stamp level. 
 
Load PARK calc. – load the results from the PARK calculation shown next to the “auto pair” button into the 
Performance check session. Later doing analyses, an alternative PARK calculation can be selected and will be 
auto loaded and replace current loaded. 
 
Aggregate data – is used if calculations e.g. are based on hourly wind data and import is 10 min. data. This will 
add an extra data series in the WTG objects.  
 
Update Online data – is used for refreshing imported turbine data, especially for DK turbines, where monthly 
production data is part of the online data, it is convenient to expand the time series with latest months. 

http://www.emd.dk/
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Create Meteo objects – will establish a Meteo object for each turbine in the Performance check session with 
the data that are imported (currently in use) in the turbine object.  
 
 
Setup – see next screens 
 

 
The aggregate form.  
 

 
In the “Setup” form it can be decided how many samples that must be present within a time step, to establish 
the value. 
 
Multi signal setup – is used for deciding how more signals of the same type are handled. E.g. there can be 2 
wind speed sensors at a turbine nacelle. If both are loaded, it can be decided to use the e.g. mean or max of the 
two in the analyses. (Min, max, avg. and sum are the options).  
 

 
Example of two wind speeds imported, and it is decided to use the Combined, by averaging in the analysis (at 
like power curve presentation and by comparing measured to calculated wind speed in analyzer, or if like more 
wind directions, the one to be used in rose graphs). The “show in time series graph” allow showing all signals, 
or just selected. 

11.5.3 Data - Time series 

Here you can inspect your data and perform some “basic manipulations”, please refer to Meteo object manual 
for details. The tools behind these are similar to the ones in Meteo object. 

http://www.emd.dk/
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Time series view. Data can e.g. be sorted by clicking in the top columns. 

11.5.4 Data - Time shift 

With the time shift tab, general or individual time shifts can be applied. This can help fix data errors or it can e.g. 
fix if the measured data are in daylight saving time and the calculations to compare to are not. 
 

 
Add as many lines as needed and thereby perform individual time shifts to specific turbines or periods. The 
status column keep track on if the time shift operation has been performed. First by “Load measured data” the 
time shift is applied. 

11.6 Statistics 

At the statistics tab, data are presented at different aggregation levels and with some additional statistical 
information. 

http://www.emd.dk/
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The main statistics show the different signals with count, mean, st.dev. min and max.  

 
The monthly means can be shown for each turbine and each signal, as here wind speeds for WEA-4. 

 
Finally the data recovery, here shown for one turbines hourly production data (aggregated from 10 min. data).  
 

11.7 Graphics – Monthly time resolution 

Very often the data basis for evaluation of the performance of operating wind farms is just on monthly basis. This 
is also quite good, while the data amount is reasonable in size and there are well established methods for 
performing performance check on monthly basis, like the wind energy index method. As well monthly as higher 
time resolution data can be loaded as described in previous chapters, either pasted into the existing WTG 
objects, or by using the import from file option within the Performance Check module. 
 
Monthly data can be with or without grid losses. This is important to know when the calculation model is fine-
tuned. 
   
With monthly data it is possible “just” to calculate expected long term production (wind energy index corrected), 
but it is also possible to compare with model calculations based on time varying PARK calculations, where results 
are aggregated on monthly level. 

http://www.emd.dk/
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11.7.1 Time series 

 
An illustration of monthly data, where a time varying PARK calculation is performed from 2009-14, but where 
measured production only is available 2010-Sept14. When averaging, ONLY concurrent, NON-filtered and non-
disabled data is shown. This mean the calculations is direct comparable with the measurements, while only time 
stamps where both are present are shown. With no averaging, all calculated data is shown, but only non-filtered, 
non-disabled measured data are shown. 
When averaging is set to like month, 12 month moving average etc., ONLY concurrent samples of calculated 
and non-filtered/disabled measured are included (concurrent data). Thereby calculated and measured becomes 
comparable. 
 

http://www.emd.dk/
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Looking at the 12 month moving average often can give an idea about the development in performance, like 
here where there seem to be an improvement during the first period, but then it get poorer in the last period. This 
is seen while the calculated (thin line) is higher than measured (thick) in the beginning. End 2011 there is an 
almost perfect match (meaning that the entire 2011 has a match between measured and calculated). During 
2013 measured becomes lower than calculated, but although only a few percent (remember to look at the x-axis 
when comparing). The gaps in the graph are due to the filtering, where months with production below calculated 
based on a specified threshold are taken out so larger outage time not disturb the evaluation on how measured 
production develops compared to calculation. Note only the specific month filtered is taken out of the graph. 
Even though the following 11 points (months) not represent a full 12 month average, these are shown. If a month 
with very high production is filtered for one turbine, and not for the others shown, this turbine will drop relative to 
the others, but as well calculated as measured. The important thing when filtering is to review how measured 
and calculated follow each other, not to intercompare turbines. 
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Another illustration, where monthly concurrent calculated and non-filtered/disabled measurements are shown. A 
special option is here to check “Show as ratios” of measured/calculated. This “zoom in” on how well the turbines 
perform relative to calculated. E.g. in month 7, all turbines perform better than calculated. This indicates a 
consequent bias, where the other months (apart from 11) has as well over as under performance. By default the 
graph scale to full extent and the ratios can look very bad without it is so. At the “Scaling” button, it is possible to 
scale manually and get a more “decent” graph view. The other options follow the ones from METEO object, for 
further explanation, explore the manual regarding this. 
   
NOTE: Based on monthly data, the radar graph only will give a rough evaluation, while measured data in one 
month in reality will represent more direction sectors, but here all data for 1 month will be placed in ONE direction 
sector, the dominant sector. 
 
In a later chapter, more recommendations on how to calibrate the calculation model will be presented. 

 11.7.2 WCP calculator/analyzer 

The WCP (Wind index Calculated Production = Long term expected production based on wind index correction 
method) calculator has many refinements. But the basic concept is simple: Based on monthly production and 
monthly wind energy indexes, the Wind Index Corrected production is calculated. There are two basic concepts 
for performing this calculation: 
 
The sum method: The sum of productions is divided with the sum of index’s (for non-filtered months). 
The regression method: A linear regression line is established for production vs index, and the production for 
index 100% is found. 
 
We have performed numerous analyses with the two different methods, and we can’t in general say which is the 
best – they both have advantages. If data quality is good and a long period of data is available, the results will 
be almost identical. It’s when having shorter data periods and/or poor correlation, the two methods can differ. 
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The “controller” for WCP calculation. 
 

 
This is where results are seen. Here where availability data are included, the software calculates the average 
availability and scale based on this to a 100% (or user specified) availability. This can be some uncertain, while 
the availability typically are measured in time, not production. It is therefore recommended to filter months with 
low availability. But even doing this, there can be availability loss “hidden” in the “good months”. This is where 
analyses based on 10 min. data has it strength, allowing for identification of those losses.  
 
If availability data not are included (or judged to be of bad quality), it is possible to enter manually. This will often 
be a judgment, how much availability loss there are included in the monthly data. Printing the loss reports (see 
later) sometimes can help with this judgment. 
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Here is filtered so months with less than 98% availability are excluded in the calculation. This reduces result 
from 3069 to 3010 MWh (2%) as 100% availability result. Last one is probably more correct, while the low 
availability in this case seem to be in periods with less wind – in other cases it might be reverse.  
It is also possible to filter outliers by the “Min. WCP (% of average)”. 
Filters can also be based on period, which e.g. can take out the startup month(s) where some poorer 
performance often can be seen.  
Finally the “Index scaling” can be used if it is known (or assumed) the index has a bias. 
Numerous different graph views can be shown, these will be presented in the WCP report chapter. 

11.7.3 Wind energy index database 

A central part of the WCP calculation is the Wind Energy Index. 
For some countries, there are “official” wind energy indices, like DK and DE, for other it is possible to establish 
indices based on wind data, typical Model wind data, like Merra, CFSR, EMD-ConWx or other. 

 
In the upper right corner the wind index databases are controlled. Here is a drop down box where the user 
established index databases are seen. Having the “official” DE or DK index databases, a map can be shown for 
index selection: 
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It is seen where the project is located at the index region map, and it is possible to test the neighboring regions 
by setting the selection to manual and choose the index region. NOTE: The German IWET index is NOT included 
in the software, the user must paste the data from Excel sheet with the index to the database, but the map is 
available at EMD online server. 
 
From the “Edit database” a new tool appear: 

 
Here it is possible to: 

• Import/update online (only DK-index so far) 

• Add an index base based on Meteo object(s) 

• Add a new index to an already established Meteo object based index database 

• Add user index database, in which data can be pasted from clipboard (from Excel). 
And there are different options for editing the index databases. 
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When adding from Meteo object, it is possible to use a specific power curve or a simplified (like in MCP tool). 
And of high importance, to scale the wind speed to a specific average before indices are calculated. The 
recommended value is the expected mean hub height wind speed for the turbine project, where the index shall 
be used. Then the dynamic behavior of the index reflects the production variations best possible. 
 
It is possible to select the period used as reference within the time series available. Like selection of recent 20 y 
as shown above. The period can be given an index level, typically 100%, but if shorter local measurements are 
to be used, a suitable value can be found from other index data. The index can be named. 
 

 
Finally the calculated index can be viewed graphically. Trend line can give an idea of if the data behind the index 
include a long term trend. Some trend can be real, but often a trend, especially if large, indicate that the data not 
are suitable for index creation, and it should be considered like choosing a shorter period as reference (e.g. 
recent 10 years). The long term consistency and level can be difficult to check, while there is no unique guideline 
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for this. Slowly varying wind climate as seen in Northern Europe is a huge challenge – what is the correct long 
term reference period? Several papers on this issue can be found.  
 
Checking the index correlation to turbine production. 
A quality indicator of the index generated is the correlation. This can be viewed for all turbines in the following 
graph view: 

 
 

11.7.4 WCP – loss form 

The loss form is a small tool for making judgments of losses for a specific period. This can be used e.g. to judge 
if the availability information from the control system is in the right size order or to judge how large the loss were 
in a period with specific problems, e.g. power curtailment. To base loss judgment on wind index is a coarse 
method. Much more refined methods are described using the analyzer (require more detailed production data). 
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Tree different “basic settings” that can be used: 
 

1. NO filter on WCP calculation. All months are used, but with full availability correction (if availability 
data are imported or an availability figure for all period entered in result table) 

2. With filter on WCP calculation. Months not meeting the filter criteria are taken out in the WCP 
calculation. For the remaining months, availability, correction is performed as described above. 

3. With filter on WCP calculation AND filters are used within the period in investigation. Here only 
months not dropped by filter criteria is included in the loss evaluation form. 

 
Based on the calculated WCP from all non-filtered data and the wind index for the months with available 
production data, the expected production for the months in investigation are calculated. This gives together with 
measured production for the same months, the expected loss as the difference WCP – measured. 
 
Due to the wind index is describing the production expectation relatively coarse, the calculated loss will be some 
coarse. Due to this, it can for some periods be negative. The longer period, the more reliable. 
 
Having availability information for each month, the calculated availability loss for the months in investigation is 
shown separately. If this reflects the found loss precise, the field “other loss” is 0. Therefore it will be 0 if all data 
used for calculating the WCP is used. This is “self-fulfillment” while the calculation method assumes losses equal 
the informed availability loss taking all data.  
 
If data includes grid losses or not can be set in the drop down box. This is just an info field. If grid losses are 
included (data from sales metering used), the WCP is the expected annual sale. If data from turbine controller 
is used, the WCP will typically be higher and assumed grid loss must be subtracted from WCP to get expected 
annual energy sale.  

11.7.5 WCP - reports 

When having established the settings giving “comfortable results”, reports can be printed. 
 
There are 3 report pages from the WCP tool: 

1. Main – assumptions and results including graphics 
2. Losses – Loss tables and graphics giving “rough” loss estimates 
3. Prognosis – Expected monthly productions incl. probability of exceedance based on user specifications 
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The main page, where the results from the WCP tool is presented. Note that even though there is a very good 
correlation, this is no guarantee the result really represent the long-term production. This require the wind energy 
index is correct calibrated. Especially for the German IWET index problems with the level is seen.  
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The loss page gives first a year-by-year table, where the measured production subtracted from the wind index x 
WCP based production gives the loss. For recent 12 months similar table. As seen negative losses appear, 
which illustrates the limitations of the wind index accuracy. But it clearly show how round 300 MWh were lost 
December-13 and that especially 2010 and 2013 were years with loss above what should be and 2014 so far do 
not look to good either. 2011-12 were thereby very well regarding low loss and good wind. It can also be seen 
that low winds were worse than the losses 2010 and 13. 
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The prognosis page show what to expect for a future year – based on a guess on the wind, where a 100% wind 
index normally will be the most reasonable guess. Also the loss is guess based, here 3%. With these two 
guesses, the presentation show like P90, which is based on wind index variation calculations. There is 90% 
probability that at least 2602 MWh will be the outcome in 2015. But most likely (P50), that 2997 MWh will be the 
outcome after loss deduction. The expectations are shown month by month, again based on historical wind index 
variations. The “trumpet graph” show how well the wind index correction works at this specific turbine. Having 
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only 6 month of data, up to +/10% error could be seen when having the worst period seen during the almost 5 
year of operation. With a full year of data the maximum error that could be seen is round +/-4%. This illustrates 
how well an index corrected production can be trusted. 

11.7.6 Analyzer, monthly data 

 
Having monthly data, and a time varying PARK calculation, the calculated vs measured production can be 
compared month by month. The difference to the wind index method is that the calculation model deliver the 
“monthly indexes”, but not as indexes, as productions. Thereby both the calculation model and the turbine 
production is checked, where the index method only check the production and normalizes this. 
A wind index made on basis of like MERRA data and a PARK calculation based on same MERRA data, will have 
the difference that the PARK calculation correct for the local terrain, wakes etc., where the index “just” converts 
the wind speeds by the power curve, not taking local project features into account.  
A well-calibrated PARK calculation setup thereby must be expected to give a more precise match to the monthly 
production than the wind index. It can although sometimes be seen that the wind index correlates better to 
measured production relative to the PARK calculated. Especially if the wind index is based on turbine production 
from a large number of regional turbines. The reason for this is typically that the wind data is very sensible, where 
turbine production is more robust, while the turbines represent a large “filter”; they simply measure a large volume 
of wind.  
The core issue comparing the two methods is the long-term consistency of the data source. Turbines can 
degrade and if turbine population is changing in time, a turbine index consistency can become very doubtful. 
Wind data can on the other hand also change in time. Especially data from low masts, where e.g. trees are 
growing up around the mast. Meso scale model wind data seem to day the best and most long-term consistent 
source, but much research and validation work within this topic is ongoing, so no full conclusion can be given.  
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11.8 Graphics – Detailed time resolution 

 
With data of detailed time resolution is meant more detailed than 1 month. It would typically be daily, hourly or 
10 min data. These data typically will come from Scada systems or turbine controllers. This mean normally that 
grid loss not is included in data. These data are especially well suited for checking details in the model 
calculations, partly while data can be aggregated by wind direction, and for power curve validation, where data 
should have a preferable resolution of 10 min.  

11.8.1 Time series 

Inspecting time series give the possibility to screen the data quality on a very detailed level. It is especially 
interesting if a time varying PARK calculation is included. 

 
Example on time variation. Both measured and calculated data are shown. Thick line for measured, thin for 
calculated. Example show measured directions are very different. This will often be seen due to the often some 
primitive system logging of the direction of the nacelle. Therefore a checkbox [  ] use only calculated direction is 
included. This is normally recommended checked, especially to make the radar graph make sense. Just a small 
turn between measured and calculated makes the radar graph compare non-comparable calculation results. By 
checking “use only calculated”, concurrent time stamps are compared. 
 
Data evaluation based on different aggregations can be performed like in Meteo object.  
 
ONE difference from using Meteo object is: Do NOT disable “poor performance” data. An important part of the 
analysis is to identify losses due to poor performance. How to handle this by the FILTERS is later explained. 
Only directly wrong (erroneous) data should be disabled. Erroneous data are data that do not represent how the 
turbine did produce, but simply data errors. An example is when the scada data show exact same production 
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from many time stamps in a row. This is also called “frozen signal” – the computer do not get new input but just 
store the most recent value it got for the new time stamps. 

11.8.2 Power curve 

Of high importance to notice is that it cannot be expected to validate if the power curve is within specifications 
by manufacturer, unless a very precise measurement setup is arranged, See IEC 61400-12-1 standard. This is 
very rare to find within a commercial operating wind farm. 
 
The power curve evaluation tool must more be expected to be used to find like changes in time, e.g. before and 
after a modification of the turbine and much more analyses. 
 

 
The basis selections are: 
Wind speed signal; choosing the WTG object data, the wind speeds loaded into the turbine object is used. This 
will typical be the nacelle anemometer data, which are quite some influenced by the nacelle and rotor blades. 
But it is also possible to choose calculated wind speed (if a time varying PARK calculation model is loaded) or 
data from any Meteo object. So there is a large freedom in selection and the user must judge what can be used 
for which specific analyses. 
 
Turbine; power output from any of the turbines in the Performance check session can be selected. 
[  ] Include contract PC; makes it possible to view the power curve used in the time varying PARK calculation, 
which typically will be the power curve from Manufacturer. This will always be based on the calculated, wake 
reduced wind speed, including power curve corrections if chosen. The variation seen above (different power 
values at same wind speed) is due to air density variations. What is compared is the real measured power curve 
to a calculated that is corrected to the real weather conditions in each time step. This makes the two curves fully 
comparable, but in a different way than normally seen, where a measured power curve is corrected to standard 
conditions. 
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When taking the binned power curves and copy to clipboard, interesting analyses can be performed by filtering 
the data. Below examples, comparing measured and calculated at different air density and turbulence conditions. 
 

  
The graphs illustrates that the time step power curve corrections in calculations match well the measured, when 
only looking at a data extract based on filtering.  

Comparing different power curves 

A special feature is the AEP window, where the power curves seen is converted to an annual energy production 
at a given mean wind speed (Rayleigh distributed). This tells very exact how much the measured power curve 
deviates from e.g. the contract power curve or another time periods power curve. The ratio will also be shown. 
The calculation is based on a binned power curve with 0.5 m/s bin size, and the use of WindPRO’s “normal” 
power curve extrapolation features. This mean e.g. that the power curve is extrapolated to the Cut out wind 
speed specified at the power curve in the WTG object, if too few data for creating this part, and then cut off. 
 
View alt. setup - this button opens the window below: 
 

 
Here comparisons to another turbine, an alternative wind speed signal or an alternative time period can be 
chosen. 
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Above is seen an example where two periods are compared. Here it could look as improvement of almost 20%, 
BUT, based on other analyses, it seem that there has been a modification in the nacelle anemometer calibration 
between the two periods – and it is not realistic that such large changes are seen. 
 

  
Same figures here seen based on calculated meso scale wind data, the improvement are now “only” 4.1%, but 
while the air density were higher in first period, 0.5% less were expected, thereby the resulting improvement is 
seen in third column to 4.6%.  
 
For power curve evaluations, the filtering shall be handled carefully. If e.g. all power <=0 is taken out, the curve 
at the low wind speeds are “lifted”. Best option seems therefore to use the disable line to take out the poor 
performance data.  
 
Filters and selections as described in previous are also available in the power curve analysis. Especially the 
selection of direction by sector important if having a real power curve measurement setup, where only sector 
with turbine downwind mast is useable for the power curve validation. 

11.8.3 Analyzer, detailed data 

The analyzer is the place where the most comprehensive comparisons between measured and calculated data 
can be performed and where needed input for model calculation revisions can be identified. 
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Here 10 min. measured versus calculated data is seen. When using meso scale data, quite a huge scatter will 
often be seen while these data often are shifted some in time, the storm comes a little before or after it appear 
in the real world. But by aggregating the data quite good correlations can be seen. 
 
Another important thing is that applying filters will take out the availability events of the analysis and the 
comparison is then made only on the good data, where turbines are in normal operation. And with filters applied, 
reasonable precise production losses due to availability problems can be identified. 
 

 
Filter setting: 
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Filters can be applied to as well measured as calculated data as combinations hereof. 
A very simple filter is measured must be a certain percent of calculated. Here it is important to be aware of the 
time resolution. 
Having monthly data, 75% seems reasonable to take out months with larger availability problems. 
Having daily data, 25% seems reasonable to take out days with larger availability problems. 
Having hourly data, 1% seems reasonable; thereby just the “non-performance” hours typically are taken out. But 
having a large data spread it is important not just to take the low performing out and keep the high performing. 
Then a skewness in the filtering are introduced. 
 
Doing performance Check on a larger wind farm, it can be an issue that several turbines are not running for 
some periods. This can lead to wrong conclusions regarding wake losses. Therefore, it is possible to demand a 
certain number of turbines to be in operation to include the time stamp. 
 
For the measured or calculated, the lists are automatically build based on signals available. 
It is possible to apply filter inside or outside an interval.  
Taking negative plus 0 values out, set start to -9999 and end to 0, apply to “inside interval” 
Taking just negative, set start to 0 and end to 9999 and apply to “outside interval”. 
 
With the filter settings, also special analyses can be made. Filter e.g. on temperature, to see how the turbines 
perform at low temperature vs. high temperature. 
 
 
In our example we filter actual power from -9999 to 0,0 kW. This results in this evaluation: 
 

  
We are filtering -29.409 kWh in measurements, but 284.525 kWh in calculated. This indicates 3.4% production 
loss for almost 3 years of operation. The Goodness are 99% in the non-filtered data indicating that our calculation 
model is very precise – and we therefore can trust that also in the non-operating time steps, our calculation is 
reasonable precise. 
 
To wrap up: 
Filtered: Time stamps where a filter criteria like 0 or negative power is taken out, while these data represent non 
operation. In addition, filters can take out events with an error message etc. The loss is calculated by the 
difference in calculated – measured for these time stamps, divided with the calculated for all useable data. 
Total useable: Combine model calculation problems and availability problems.  This gives for a specific turbine 
the combined loss due to these two issues based on what the calculation model provide of expectations. 
Disabled: These data can, depending on disabling criteria’s, show losses due to specific events, like power 
curtailment. 
Missing/Error: Not having any measured data for a specific period within the period we are looking at will just 
show what has been calculated. Typically, this will be “out of operation” period, thereby loss, but it can also just 
be a communication problem, and thereby it might not be a loss. 
 
 
Graph view 
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Several different graph views are available. These has the purpose to analyze how the model calculation works 
compared to the measurements. 
The XY-graph (scatter) has been presented. In following the other views are presented. 
 
 

  
XY Graph (binned by x). The binned version of the measured vs. calculated show good correlation. When using 
meso scale model data, this is often not so. It will typically be seen that at lower production, the calculation under 
estimate and by higher it over estimate. This typically will require an offset at the wind speed post calibration to 
solve. 
We also see the rose here, showing very well correspondence between measured and calculated by direction. 
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The WF graph (Wind Farm graph) show results for all turbines in the same graph. This is where it is seen if 
some turbines are over or under predicted, if so, the hunt for identifying model problems starts. And there are 
many possible issues to go for, like wake model parameters, terrain etc. 
 

 
The WF difference graph showing the difference OR ratios between measured and calculated for all individual 
turbines aggregated by sector, season etc. is a very strong tool for evaluation of model problems. If all turbines 
perform poor from one direction sector, the problem is how the model handles this direction sector. It could be a 
bias in meso scale wind, a mast speed up (due to sensor mounting details) or a roughness, forest or hill speedup 
problem. Here a few explanations: 
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Showing the difference, the over or under performance in total are shown. The deviation in one sector is divided 
with the total calculated production. Thereby e.g. direction sectors with much production will typically show the 
largest deviations. If just one sector is shown, the deviation from the calculated in this sector is shown. 
 
Showing the ratios, each e.g. direction sector are evaluated not depending on how large part of the production 
that comes from this sector.  
 
It is thereby possible by the difference graph to focus on what really matters, while the ratio graph makes an 
equal evaluation of each sector, season etc. 
 
The WF difference graph offer to evaluate by sector, by season, diurnal and by wind speed interval. 
 
 

 
The Wf loss graph show the calculated “loss” by turbine. With loss is meant calculated – measured for a specific 
selection of the data. The “loss” calculation selection can be based on: 

 
The filtered will typically represent the values where turbines has been out of operation and thereby account for 
the availability loss. But also poor performance data can be included. It is the filter settings that decides what is 
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included, and it shall also be mentioned (again) that the concept is: Calibrate model to reproduce “normal 
operation” best possible, then it is a reasonable assumption that the difference calculated – measured for the 
“non-normal” operation will reflect losses, i.e. potential production, that has not been captures. 
   
The disabled can e.g. represent power curtailment loss, depending on how the disabling is performed. 
 
The loss figures can be copied to Excel based on the different selections, and graphs like this can be presented: 
 

 
• Filtered – Represents definite losses (calculated – measured for filtered data), assuming the filtering is 

set up in a reasonable way. Disabled data will not be included as filtered even though they meet filter 
criteria. 

• Disabled – Can represent power curtailment losses, if the disable function is used to isolate these 
events.  “Frozen signals” can be a problem, e.g. that the power value is exact the same in many following 
time steps. This is a data logging problem, and such values should be deleted from the time series. They 
will thus appear within the group Missing data. 

• Missing – periods with no information in the 10 min. scada data. Only calculated values in these periods 
are available. Since no information on the actual production is available, it is unknown if there are 
production or loss, but most often the missing data is due to the turbine being out of operation. By 
comparison to monthly summary data, it will often be possible to identify if missing represent loss. 
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WF geo gives the result geographically. The NE turbine perform 4% better than the two other. This turbine is 
located 10m higher elevated than the two others. This result match very precice to expirienses from many other 
calculations, that the WAsP model undrepredict high elevated turbines relative to low elevated with 3-5% per 
10m elevation difference. The remaining difference therefore might be captured by using the WAsP-CFD model. 
Se the example chapter how analyses are performed for identifying this. 

11.8.4 General X-Y 

With this tool, any measured signal can be plotted against any measured signal.  
As example nacelle direction from one turbine vs nacelle direction from a neighbor turbine, showing obvious 
calibration problems in parts the measurement series. 
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To the right the panel, where: 
x-series and y-series can be from same or different turbines, any signal imported can be chosen. 
The period can be reduced to see if a specific “phenomena” belongs to a specific period. 
Averaging can give a better overview having a large “point cloud”. Data are averaged in time. This is different 
from the “binning” (see top of form), where data are average based on x-value. 
 
Finally, a trend line can be shown (only linear) – the formula will appear in the legend. 
 
An example of “problem shooting” based on the XY graph tool is given below. 
 
  

 
Above RPM is plotted against pitch angle. There are seen two patterns, one where rotor RPM run up to 11 at 
low pitch angles, and another where it runs up to 9. Moving the cursor on the data points, it can be seen that the 
high speed is all in 2010, while the low speed is 2011-12. By limiting the period, it can be found the shift appear 
end March 11. What happened here was that the dual speed mode was disabled until end March 11 to protect 
the gearbox. This is an important finding, while it turn out to cost relative much on the performance. It also means 
that when running Performance Check analyses and doing model calibration, it is important to separate the data 
in these two periods. In other wording, the model calibration shall be performed on the data after March 11. Then 
it is possible to identify the performance loss in 2010 due to the limited operation mode. 
 
It is although impossible to give specific guidelines to what shall be checked. There are many possible problem 
issues and the only way is to use the tools and try out different analyses and try to dive down to identify problems. 

11.8.5 The Performance check process and reporting 

There are no reporting tool from the Analyzer. It will be very individually from different sessions what is relevant 
to present. Here some ideas for which analyses that typically can be performed and how to get the results out. 
 
A Performance Check analysis in combination with a time varying PARK calculation could typically consist of 
two sessions: 
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1. Model tuning and loss identification based on local wind measurements 
2. Long term expectations based on meso scale wind based calculation 

 
Ad. 1. The local wind data, often nacelle wind data, is better for identification of model tuning issues and loss 
identification, while these data are closer to “real wind” than meso scale wind data. Therefore these data better 
can give the feedback to needed model adjustments, like refined roughness classification, wake model settings 
etc. Of importance is to be aware of the following:  

• Nacelle wind need often calibration. Especially the wind direction is often quite some off. 

• Nacelle wind (or local mast) is influenced by wakes from other turbines. This must be compensated 
either by a directional scaling or by merging more “free” wind sources. 

• The turbine production data must be screened. Often the data collection systems (scada) malfunction 
from time to time and erroneous data will be part of the imported data. These must be deleted or 
disabled. Power curtailment events should be isolated (disabled) so the model calibration is performed 
against normal operation only. These events are easy to find in the power curve view. 

• The detailed, typically 10 min. data should be checked aggregated against monthly data, preferable the 
metered data from the utility. The difference month by month should be the grid loss. If the difference is 
not judged to represent grid loss (be around 1-4%), the reason can be wrong calibrated turbine 
production data. But a reason can also be missing data in the detailed scada data. 

 
When the Performance check session based on local measurements are brought to an end, the needed model 
adjustments should be done and calculation parameters found, like displacement heights, Wake Decay Constant 
etc. Based on the comparisons between measured and calculated, the losses can be identified quite accurate 
as the difference between calculated and measured. These can be extracted from the analyzer tool WF loss 
graph divided into filtered, disabled and missing. The reason for doing the calibration of like displacement height 
and wake calculation settings on local data, not meso scale data is that the local data are more accurate and 
therefore these better will lead to more precise calibrations. 
 
Ad. 2 Rerun calibration process based on meso scale wind data. Here there will be needs for post scaling of the 
meso scale data, often by direction, while meso scale wind data typically do not reflect the real wind accurate 
enough by direction. Seasonal post scaling could also be needed. The calibration is done based on the period 
with detailed production data. 
When the calibration is done, expand the calculation period to typically most recent 20 years. In some regions 
of the world, the meso scale wind might be less accurate going more than 10 year back, and therefore only 10 
year might be a better choice.  
After a calculation based on 10 – 20 years, the PARK report present the main result; the expected long term 
production. 
It can be convenient to set the aggregation level to “year” in the park setup when running the 20 year calculation: 
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Then copy the results to clipboard and paste into Excel. 
 

 
A part of the result copied to Excel. To the left inserted calculations, where “Time” column is multiplied with 
“Power” column to get the production. The result columns are described below. 
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The columns in result to file output. Her shown transposed with an explanation for each line. 
If using the advanced power curve corrections, there will in addition be columns with the size of the correction 
for each correction feature. 
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11.9 Example of calibrating a PARK calculation with detailed prod. data 

11.9.1 The test case: 

 
The project we use in the example is a rather complex site in southern Germany, with much forest surrounding 
the turbines and with rather large elevation differences. The 3 turbines with 10 min production data are the 
WEA4-6. All turbines are V90 at 105m hub height. 
 

11.9.2 Setting up a nacelle wind based calculation 

 
We establish a Meteo object at WEA4 where we import the Nacelle wind measurements. 
Based on pre analyses, we have found that the control strategy was changed March 11 (before the 2 speed 
generator mode was set out of operation to protect the gearbox), we therefore limit our calculation period to 1-
4-2011 until December 12 (last production data available). 
 
We compare measured direction to meso scale data in METEOANALYZER, and then disable "suspicious" 
direction data in the turbine wind measurements. The direction measurements sometimes fails due to a 
"controller offset", this is often seen. 
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Perform PARK calculation based on the measured nacelle wind. Use the displacement height based on forest 
height 15m. Calculate only from 1-4-2011 to "latest". 
 
First PARK calculation show by loading in Performance Check an average goodness for the 3 turbines of 1.22 
– we under predict 22%. We divide the 22% with sensitivity of 2.65 found in the “result to file” output from PARK 
calculation (right most column in the “standard output”). Then we get a needed wind speed scaling of 8.3%. We 
enter in Scaler a Post Calibration of 1.083 as “main scale”. The reason for the needed scaling are partly 
calibration issues with nacelle wind, partly the use of displacement height at turbines (not used “at mast” – this 
is a feature to come in later version), partly the wakes; these are “included” in the measurements, but in the 
calculation it is assumed it is the “free wind”. 
 
Now we rerun the calculation with the first post calibration entered, and we get a reasonable match between 
measured and calculated, Goodness of 0,98. Then we have the “basis” for the more refined calibration. 
 

  
Some directions are under predicted, other over predicted. This is “logical” because the nacelle wind has wake 
influence and the model assume “free wind”. Also the displacement height calculation will violate the 
assumptions on having a “free mast”.  
Therefore we scale by direction. This is done so: 
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We copy the radar ratio graph data for WEA4 to excel. Then we calculate the deviation by subtracting 1 from the 
ratio. This we divide with the sensitivity (convert production error to wind speed error), and then we add 1 again, 
and we have the factor to enter in the Post scaling: (NOTE: The Angle column when pasting to Excel is “mirrored”, 
so angle 360 mean 0, 350 mean 10 etc.) 
 

 
Post calibration based on direction. The major adjustments are in the WEA4 wake directions. 
 
We rerun the calculation, and find not all directions fully solved. This is due to the sensitivity vary some by 
direction (depending on the mean wind speed by direction). This we solve by copying the result again and make 
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a second calibration as seen in the Excel dump above. Remember to multiply the newfound factor to previous 
found factor! Then paste the F1 x F2 into the scaler.  

 
Here the ratios measured/calculated is shown by direction for each turbine (WEA4 in red etc.). 
 
Now we have a very satisfying result for WEA4 – the model calculation reproduces this precise by direction. 
BUT, unfortunately it does not look similar good for the two other turbines. This is partly the wake model, partly 
turning of the wind in the complex terrain that is not handled sufficient accurate by the model.  
This is not a problem we really can solve at present, but we are working on improved models for better handling 
of as well the wake as the turn of the wind. 
 
Looking at the total result by turbine, it look although reasonable, and we continue to try out different model 
combinations. The two most deciding model tunings at a site like this: 
 

• Displacement height 

• WAsP vs WAsP-CFD 

• Wake model setting (WDC) 
 
We try therefore different combinations, where we for each combination, modify the directional post calibration 
to make WEA4 match by direction. This is quite comprehensive work. 
 
The results: 
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Here are seen 4 different calculation setups, where we show goodness (measured/calculated) as average for all 
time stamps with turbines in normal operation. 
 

• WAsP without displacement height 

• WAsP with displacement height 

• CFD without displacement height 

• CFD with displacement height. 
For each of the four calculation setups, the model is calibrated to make WEA4 match by directional scaling. 
 
The very interesting part her is to see how WEA6 in a “native calculation” (WAsP without displacement height) 
are over predicted 5% relative to WEA4. But, as well the displacement height alone as CFD alone partly solves 
the calculation problem. Combining CFD and displacement height fully solve the calculation problem in this case. 
 
Outstanding is to judge the WDC. 

 
Here we did not make a full WEA4 calibration for each run, but do just look at which WDC that straighten the 
line best, when using CFD + displacement height. This seem to be the WDC of 0.075. This could sound some 
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low for a site like this with much forest and thereby turbulence, but the large hub height (105m) compensates for 
this. Difference is although small, but based on other sites with more turbines, we have found that large hub 
height gives less turbulence and thereby lower WDC is needed. (Lower WDC calculates higher wake losses). 
 
We conclude that the model setup, that gives the best reproduction of the 3 turbines are: 
 

• Displacement height (15m forest height, height variations are not tried out) 

• WAsP-CFD 

• WDC of 0.075 
 
This setup we now bring into the meso scale calculation. 
 
 

11.9.3 Meso scale model calculation setup 

 
We use as mentioned the experience gained from previous calculation based on nacelle wind 
We use the EMD-ConWx mesoscale data set at the location. 
We use temperature and pressure power curve correction 
 
We run the calculation from 1-4-2011 to latest. First calculation only with downscaling, no post scaling 
 
Now start Performance Check and create a new session, name it “hourly”. 
First, we need to aggregate the measured data from 10 min. to hourly values.  
Then we load the PARK calculation (that in setup must be “non-aggregated” values, while the meso data are 
hourly values). 
 

 
About the filtering, a “special setting” is found to work best based on experience: Filter as mentioned earlier from 
-9999 to 0 in measured to take out negative and out of operation data. BUT take also out when calculated is 0. 
 
This seem to compensate well that the meso data some times are shifted in time, where the reason for calculating 
a positive production but having 0 production for some time stamps can be due to meso data time shift. By also 
filtering 0 calculated but positive production, these events are “balanced out”. 

 
The first meso calculation show we need a wind speed scaling of 0.87 to get a first approximate match. 
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This modification gave reasonable match, but there is a “basic problem” often seen using meso data: 

 
At low wind speeds is under predicted, at high over predicted. It shall although be mentioned that the nature of 
binning will the curve shown above in “unbalance”. E.g. for the low values, while no samples has negative 
production, binning by x-value will result in that the lowest bin, close to 0 will always have an y-value higher than 
0. So the plotting method does not give a full true evaluation basis. If the trend although is critical, this can be 
solved by adding an offset to the mesoscale data: (se also note below): 

 
Adding an offset of 1 m/s often is suitable. This then mean that the Main scale must be reduced. It is not that 
easy to find this an analytic way, often just try a reduction of 10-15% and then look at the results. 
 
NOTE: Based on “new findings” there is an analytic way to find scale and offset, when having the wind 
speed to calibrate against. See Chapter 3, 4.6.2 Structured establishment of main scale and offset. 
 
 

 
With the Offset of 1 m/s and 0.73 as main scale, we now have a good match for all turbines. 
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The reproduction by wind speed is now reasonable. 
 

 
Looking at WF difference graph show that e.g. WSW direction is heavily over predicted for all 3 turbines, while 
like ENE is under predicted. 
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We use the radar graph and copy results to Excel to find the directional scaling’s as an average for the 3 turbines. 
The procedure is as described when finding the calibration factors for the 10 min. data based calculation. 
 

 
Here the direction scaling included. It is important to be aware of if the reason for the scaling is poor model setup 
or poor terrain handling by the model, OR a bias in the meso data. So there should be paid attention to this. 
Here we see all eastern directions are scaled up. This can have a reason in a meso data bias. If we by the 
scaling compensate for a model problem, it is a high risk that the compensations will introduce errors when used 
for nearby sites, which have other terrain features. 
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The WF difference graph now show there are no sectors with significant over or under prediction of all turbines. 
All are within +/- 1%, which is very fine and cannot be expected better. To the right the radar showing measured 
and calculated average power by sector. All in all a good reproduction and the wake directions is clearly seen 
being handled as expected. 
 

 
A last potential calibration issue is the monthly. It is not unusual meso data are biased by season. This can be 
compensated. It is seen here that winter is over predicted and summer is under predicted.  
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We establish the corrections based on same methodology as previous illustrated. 
Note the “insert from clipboard” has a drop down, that allow inserting in “selected column”. Put the cursor in the 
one of the month factor fields to “select” this before “insert in selected” is chosen.  Note if you by mistake insert 
in the wrong, just “Cancel” and reopen the scaler. 
 
After month calibration, it can be needed to recalibrate the direction, because the monthly calibration typically 
influences some directions more than other.  
 

 
Our “final result” – not much different from the initial, with just a simple scaling, but how do it look long term? 
 
We have now compensated for found bias in the meso scale model data, and are ready to perform a new long 
term calculation. We simply set the calculation period to 1995-2014, recent 20 years. This is our long term 
expectation. The result is seen in the PARK calculation report: 
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The calculated long term expectations. This result must to give the real long term estimated be taken into the 
Loss & Uncertainty module to give the real estimates. 
 
What is interesting is to see how the long-term expectations is influenced by the refined scaling (by offset, sector 
and month) compared to just a simple scaling factor. 
 

 
The relative results year by year using the advanced scaling (all corrections) relative to the scaling where just a 
factor is applied on the wind speed. 
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The result over 20 year do not differ much, but seen year by year, there are up to 6% difference using the 
advanced compared to the simple scaling. It can thereby be stated that it make a quite large difference, and for 
example where we have had the real production for a longer period, it do turn out that the refined scaling do a 
better job. In this case, we only have production data for a few years, and due to the different loss by years, we 
cannot say for sure if the advanced scaling really makes an improvement. This is one issue for further analyses. 
 

11.9.4 Summing up the example 

 
This example illustrate some of the possibilities using the Performance Check module. But the flexibility and 
comprehensiveness of the tool gives the user many other possibilities not included here. 
 
The example gives an illustration of a possible “process” using the module, which can be summarized like this: 
 

• Finding the model tunings should be performed based on 10 minutes local measurements 

• Establishing the long term expectations should be based on the 1 hour meso scale data 
 

In both cases, calibration of the wind data is the key issue. 
 
Of most importance: The analyses/calibrations can bring model calculations very close to real production. The 

model calculation problems can be identified and the model parameter that can be adjusted can be 
evaluated and given the values that make the model reproduce actual production “best possible”. This 
gives partly a more precise long term estimate, the losses can be identified quite accurate, and it gives 
important learning about calculation models and wind data that can make future calculations more 
accurate. And there is definitely a need for better estimates. To illustrate this, the example project were 
in the original estimate calculated 21% higher than the analyses based on 4 years of operation show as 
long term expectations. 
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11.10 windOPS – Online solution for Performance check 

The ideas behind the Performance check module have been implemented in the web based online system 
WindOPS. This product is offered for keeping track of the turbine performance “on the run”. Each 10 minutes, 
data are uploaded to the system, which then based on advanced model calculations run a performance check. 
Data are aggregated daily, monthly… etc. and the system is capable of: 
 

• Model calculation problems can be identified and corrected (model and sensor calibration). Thereby the 
revised AEP long-term expectations can be found quite accurate after approximately 6 months of 
operation. 

• The day-by-day performance check will reveal operational problems, like if a sensor has become 
misaligned or is defect (yaw or blade pitch) within few days. Often such problems historically takes years 
to discover, with large losses as consequences. 

• The losses are summarized by category (manufacturer, grid, environment etc.) and an important 
feedback on the operation is given. 

• Providing an overview of single turbines, entire parks and portfolios to track performance 
 
The system operates with two different performance measures: 

• Performance: The measured/calculated based on local wind measurements 

• Budget fulfilment: The measured/calculated based on initial model calculation and monthly regional wind 
energy index. 

 
The difference between the two performance measures is best illustrated by this: 
If a site is located in a local “wind hole” due to e.g. mountain influence, the performance will still look fine, while 
this is based on the local wind measurements, but the budget fulfilment will reveal the wind hole and give the 
truth about budget fulfilments. 
 
Further information on WindOPS can be found at www.emd.dk 
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